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The reason behind this
report
"Working together to create a real change" was a strap line underneath the Imagineer logo
for a number of years, and it certainly sums up the intention of the partnership between
'Bringing Us Together' and 'Imagineer'.
Our shared mission to de-mystify the world of Health and Social care services, systems and
processes; providing clear information, support and guidance to people accessing Health
and Social Care, their families and their carers in order for them to receive the best possible
support and to live a life which make sense for them- has led us to the current position of
beginning to share and reach into our collective networks- to listen and to hear the voices
and stories of lived experience. To understand the challenges which people have to live with
in their day to day lives, and to work in partnership collectively towards educating, informing
and empowering people to be able to Self-Advocate for what works best for them and their
families.
Through a grant from 'Awards for All' we have been enabled to run a series of Direct
Payment workshops online. This report sets out to demonstrate the conversations we have
been having with people who use Direct Payments to employ Personal Assistants- their
experiences of support in terms of being an employer; the training and information which is
available to them; and what they feel is missing.
Our intention is to gather this very valuable detail, and use it to develop information,
training, resources and forms of support which will enable people, families and unpaid
carers across the UK to have more choice and control over how their support can be
designed and delivered; and to campaign to improve the services, systems and processes
which are not working well.
Liz Leach Murphy & Sarah Holmes- Imagineer
Katie Clarke & Pippa Murray- Bringing Us Together
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Initial engagement events
Employing PAs through the Covid-19 Pandemic: Zoom session, 27th July 2020
People shared the challenges they were facing trying to recruit for Personal Assistants during
the Covid-19 Pandemic, and some of the specific issues they needed clarification on or further
support with.
Employing PAs through the Covid-19 Pandemic- workshop: Zoom session,
13th August 2020
This session had a clear focus on drawing out the key themes people were expressing
challenges with: Rights; Information; Postcode lottery; Mental Health & Emotional wellbeing;
Complex systems; Peer support and developed a set of actions to move these themes forward
into developing helpful resources, training and networks
Recruiting PAs: Training/Zoom session, 24th August 2020
This was a zoom peer support session where people shared how they recruit their PAs and
presented different ideas and tips. The discussion covered cost considerations for the
Personal Budget (including training for the PAs, Payroll costs etc); Writing job descriptions for
PAs; Where to find useful information & templates; Advertising and shortlisting candidates;
Holding interviews; Building a team; Developing a PA handbook; Dealing with HR issues; Steps
to recruitment- how to prepare.
Shielding families, Direct Payments & Corona Virus: Training/Zoom consultation
meeting, 21st September 2020
This was a zoom peer support and consultation meeting organised by 'Bringing Us Together'
and involving 17 family members who use Direct Payments. The core theme was “Training”; in
the widest sense, but primarily regarding Personal Assistant’s training needs.
Direct Payments meeting: Zoom session, 23rd November 2020
This was a peer support check-in session to find out how people were getting on with
managing their Direct Payments, to share any common issues people were experiencing and
to share useful tips and information with each other.

'Working Together' Events: Zoom consultation meetings, 21st September 2021
These were 2 zoom consultation meetings organised by 'Bringing Us Together' and Imagineerinvolving 18 people. The core theme was to explore what training is needed for people who
employ Personal Assistants to provide their support.

The Jam Boards
During our online events, we captured people's feedback, ideas and suggestions using 'Jam
Board', which is a collaborative online tool. The following images show snapshots of these
'captures' and we will explore the content of these in further detail under each set of images.
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Who we are:
I help to run a Personal Health Budget- my son is having a fabulous life!
I'm the parent of a young man aged 22 years
I'm new to this- if the process had been easier there would not be as much stress. The
commissioners and social workers who have had input into the budget need training
I'm a Direct Payment user. I have a Support Broker in place- I now have spare time! I do a
lot of advice and help for others
I'm a Parent- it is difficult running a Personal Budget and difficult to recruit
I'm a DP user since 2002 and I'm here as an Employer. No training offered, need support
to find the right skill set/qualities
I'm a DP user since 19 yrs old. It is a lot of work. Need commitment from PAs to live how I
want to. I have some ideas for training I want to share
Mum of a young woman who has a team of PAs- we need recognition that we are not
alone
Taking on a Personal Budget....
Taking on a Personal Budget is hard work
There are difficulties in finding training
It is a full-time job!!
I have work commitments
Time-consuming
Training needed on Active Support and Independence for Learning Disabilities
We have to train staff again and again due to recruitment issues
I need advice/help with: Training; Care Plans; Contracts; Insurance & Recruitment
Information/support on Financial Assessment processes
Finding staff is a big issue
A company is providing the care. There has been no training on Autism. I have tried to
train staff myself
Training needed to skill people up for wider perspective of circumstances, enabling
positive trouble-shooting for teething problems!
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Training we've already tried, and the barriers we face
Training we've tried:
Training needs to be specific to the person- personalised!
We've tried informal training, but it's been 'hit & miss'!
We end up training staff in our own time and with our own limited skills- we're expected
to do it ourselves!
The NHS team have been good, and usually available
Diabetes & other specific needs- training is provided by the hospital but has to be funded
Free training provided by local care providers organisation- only advertised one month at
a time
Deaf Awareness delivered by a Deaf woman and her interpreter
Pippa (Bringing Us Together) delivered wonderful training on being Person Centred
Training should be delivered by people who run a DP themselves so that it is very real
Meeting others on the same journey and learning from them. Training manual on point
of entry; Mentoring & shadowing
Barriers we face....
It's difficult to know where to start
Feels like a nightmare!
Recruiting staff- the whole process, including advertising
Time & rotas
Gate-keepers to training & funding
Cost of training not included in budget- being able to fund training
Being allowed to be creative- beyond the system!
Staff not turning up to training
Fatigue/burnout as Parent/ Facilitator
Knowing exactly what training is needed
Training for provider organisations is different to what PAs need
A tick-box approach from social care. There has been no pay increase for Support
workers in 4 years.
We're expected to organise it all ourselves
Can we use our budget to pay a Support Broker?

The Jam Boards
Why do we need training for Employers and Personal
Assistants?

Safety
Medical needs
Individual needs
Record keeping
Managing staff- being professional, time-keeping, following the person's plan
consistently; supervisions/appraisals/discipline processes
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What training would be helpful?
Communication
Computer/IT skills
Record keeping
Manual handling (in person)
First Aid (in person)
Legal literacy- rights (bite-sized & easy references)
Health & Wellbeing for the DP user/holder
Peer support, networks, links with others
Social Model of Disability (Blake's offer)
Training which is accessible online
More events like this- bringing people together to think about what is needed
Have Young People involved in delivering the training
Zoom training sessions for teams of PAs to train together
Equality & inclusion- being in the world
Being the best we can be- Self-advocacy, speaking out, getting involved
Clear understanding about what is involved with managing a DP
Mental Capacity & Best Interests
Developing your staff- giving more responsibility (eg. Team Leaders)

The Jam Boards
People's ideas for next steps....

Feed back the information we have gathered to the Disability Unit (Central
Government) and Think Local Act Personal (Social Care Think Tank) to share learning
and ideas
Develop some training on recruitment and retention of Personal Assistants
Blake would like to share the training he has developed around the Social Model of
Disability
Share the outcomes of these conversations on Imagineer & Bringing Us Together
social media platforms- encourage other networks to share/join the conversation
Develop some training on Local Authority/CCG processes to educate/inform DP
users and employers
Build a 'hub' for sharing training/resources/ideas/funding opportunities
Develop information sheets- Requesting a cost of living pay increase for PAs; How to
include the cost of PA training in your Support Plan & budget calculations
Explore funding options to develop a pilot project & steering group- Co-production,
design, implemetation & evaluation over 3 years
Circluate report for review & comments: Peer within network; People who attended
DP & Working together events
Mapping exercise to help identify what training is available, where & what the gaps
are
Develop an overarching framework for the training & retention of PAs
Create a space for young people's conversations and ideas
Ideas for sessions: Long-term planning for the future; Communicating effectively;
HR issues; Covid-19 visiting restrictions; Setting up a support group for DP users

What people shared with us

“We’ve issues managing behaviour. I’ve been asking
the Social Worker – the staff have no experience
of managing behaviour… there’s no provision. The
Social Worker has said that I need to arrange it
myself. Behaviour issues have gone up and they have
increased the hours, but there’s never been any
guides about training.”

“We’ve never had any training
for our P.A.s. I’ve asked Social
Care how we can access
training, but
had nothing back.”
“If you recruit your own P.A.s
then Social Workers are not
helpful in accessing training.”

What people shared with us

“My daughter is now aged 20 and she did have an EHC
plan in place. Then she transitioned as an
adult and Education just dropped out, saying that
Health and Social Care can now meet her
needs…yet surely the EHC plan is the ideal support
plan which could include training needs…I thought
it was an ‘Education, Health and Care Plan!?’”

“Training for P.A.s should
come out of your budget…
included as part of the
support budget… first aid
training, safety,
safeguarding...”
“If you are employing P.A.s directly, you are
responsible for training…you have to work
within the
budgets that you have been given.”

What people shared with us

“Training needs to be a key
component in all care packages…one
idea is to have some extra “floating
hours” for the whole shadowing,
training and cover hours.”

“We are in need of clear
training models for P.A.s.
Couldn’t we have a system of
accreditation, so
that there would be a career
development pathway, or
advancement for P.A.s.”
“We need to be able to know where we can get
the training we need… some way of knowing
that it’s
good training and it’s what we need.”

Feedback summary &
conclusions
Information about Budget process, Support Plans and Support funding
EHCPs
Personal Health Budgets & CHC funding
Adult Social Care funding
Integrated budgets
Rights & access to advocacy
The impact of Covid-19 & social restrictions on managing your own budget & employing
your own staff
Training for PAs & their employers
Accredited/recognised- develop a pathway of training & accreditation
Widely available
Skilled/experienced trainers
Lived experience perspective
Specific for Personal Assistants employed directly to work with an individual
Directory of local & national training available
Covers training for the individual as an employer- how to manage staff, responsibilities
etc
Access to specialist events/conferences, national gatherings
Recognition of the need for some regular, over-arching information sessions (for
people receiving DPs/employing staff) delivered by organisations with the right skills &
experience
Training budget
Included within Personal Budget resource allocation (eg. Personal Budget, Direct
Payment, PHB)
Covers induction to the person & shadowing experienced carers
Budget to include both mandatory & any specialist training required for the individual
being supported
Ongoing budget to provide for supervisions & any team meetings/training sessions
required to disseminate training from professionals & clinicians involved with the
individual’s care
Information about organisations/funding available to offer training at no cost to the
individual
Information about grants available for training PAs (or employers of PAs & users of DPs)
Recognition of the need for ongoing supervisions & training for PAs within the support
budget

Feedback summary &
conclusions
Networking/ connecting with others
Develop and/or support forums/networks for future discussion, development of ideas &
sharing of information
Recognise the value and importance of the voice of lived experience in developing
relevant training content
Develop a central ‘hub’ which could be the point of access for advice, information &
training- also a place to share with others on the same journey
Share information & feedback with national bodies who have influence (eg. Disability Unit;
Think Local Act Personal)
Create a dynamic & ongoing conversation via social media platforms
Future planning for recruitment/retention
Developing a pathway for career advancement for PAs
Promoting PA work as a career path- build into Further Education & Careers planning
events & development work with Schools/Colleges/Higher Education institutions
Training & resources for recruitment/retention
Develop resources/recruitment packs for recruiting PAs
Develop training for recruiting PAs
These events and conversations have enabled us to capture some very clear information
about what people need; what is missing and how this could be developed and provided in a
way which works well for people who use Direct Payments & employ their own PAs; and
their families. From these discussions, we have clearly identified a disparity between the
minimum training standards required, the funding & training available for regulated provider
services; compared with those who self-direct their own support and employ their own staff
using a social care or health budget.
The intention is for us now to share this information in order to progress conversations with
organisations who may be able to assist with addressing some of the issues, resourcing,
developing and providing this in a sustainable way; which is also widely accessible to all who
need it.
Our long term hopes are to establish a central 'hub' where people can go for training and
sharing of information, networking, discussion and development of co-produced ideas for
improving the way in which people can self-direct their own support. Our anchor point is to
always be led by, focused on and responding to the voices of those with lived experience;
and to support the ongoing sustainability of peer networks which are the keystone of this
work- acknowledging the value they bring and always deferring to their perspective.
We have developed an action plan to help guide us through this process.

Action Plan
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